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The Harrison-Zeldovih spetrum { historyInationary preditions for metri perturbationsOutome of reent CMB observationsConsequenes of the would be disovery of primordial GWConlusions



The Harrison-Zeldovih spetrum { short historyFirst step: partile reation and vauum polarization in anexternal homogeneous gravitational �eldSimilar to eletron-positron reation by an eletri �eld. Fromthe diagrammati point of view: one-loop orretion to thepropagator of an external gravitational �eld from all quantummatter �elds. Partile reation: an imaginary part of thisdiagram, �nite outside singularities, does not requirerenormalization. Total average value of the EMT: inludes realpartile reation and vauum polarization, requiresrenormalization.First pioneer papers of Ya. B. Zeldovih on this topi:1. Ya. B. Zeldovih. Partile prodution in osmology. PismaZh. Eksp. Teor. Phys. 12, 443 (1970) [JETP Lett. 12, 307(1970)℄.Estimate for the energy density of reated partiles:" � ~�3t�4.



2. L. P. Pitaevski, Ya. B. Zeldovih. On the possibility ofreation of partiles by a lassial gravitational �eld. Comm.Math. Phys. 23, 185 (1971).To obtain a non-zero < T�� > from vauum, the weak or nullenergy onditions should be violated.3. Ya. B. Zeldovih, A. A. Starobinsky. Partile reation andvauum polarization in an anisotropi gravitational �eld. Zh.Eksp. Teor. Phys. 61, 2161 (1971) [Sov. Phys. { JETP 34,1159 (1972)℄.First method of regularization ("n-wave regularization", laterproved to be equivalent to the adiabati regularizationproposed by Fulling and Parker in 1974), proof of theZeldovih 1970 estimate up to the ln t multiplier in vauumpolarization (not in reation of real partiles). Also laterproved to produe the orret value for the EMT traeonformal anomaly if �rst alulated for m 6= 0 and then thelimit m! 0 is taken.



Seond step: add metri utuations - requires spae-timemetri quantization.Now it beomes a genuine quantum-gravitational e�et:1. Salar perturbations: aousti waves (phonons) inside theHubble radius.2. Tensor perturbations: graviton reation.Initially thought to our near anisotropi singularity. After theGrishhuk (1974) paper, it was understood that similaramount of graviton reation ours in the isotropi ase.3. No primordial vetor perturbations: inompatible with theisotropi behaviour of the early Universe.



Metri utuations and the Harrison-Zeldovihinitial spetrumThird step: from partiles to �eld and metri utuations.For sales exeeding the Hubble radius H�1 where H � _a(t)a(t) ,the partile notion is not well de�ned. Instead, the �eldutuations themselves beome observable.However, for a power-law behaviour of spae-time metrioeÆients, salar metri utuations generated from avauum initial state have a strongly blue-tilted spetrum andare very small at astronomial sales. So, after an unsuessfulattempt to use phonon reation to produe a at (sale-free)initial spetrum of salar perturbations (1972), Zeldovihintrodued it by hand:Ya. B. Zeldovih. A hypothesis, unifying the struture and theentropy of the Universe. Mon. Not. R. Astr. So. 160, L1(1972).



Remarkable hypothesis whih had been produing a very goodapproximation to super-Hubble salar metri perturbations formany years. But now we have to go further and look for smalldeviations from this spetrum.



The situation with initial onditions had hanged ompletelyafter it was found (�rst, for gravitons in Starobinsky, 1979)that initial vauum quantum utuations an produe anapproximately at spetrum of perturbations if a quasi-deSitter stage, j _Hj � H2 (later dubbed ination) preeded theradiation dominated stage in the early Universe (this was �rstonjetured by Gliner in 1970).H � _aa where a(t) is a sale fator of an isotropihomogeneous spatially at universe (aFriedmann-Lemâitre-Robertson-Walker bakground):ds2 = dt2 � a2(t)(dx2 + dy 2 + dz2) + small perturbations



Main advantages of inationAestheti eleganeInation { hypothesis about an almost maximally symmetri(quasi-de Sitter) stage of the evolution of our Universe in thepast, before the hot Big Bang. If so, preferred initialonditions for (quantum) inhomogeneities with suÆientlyshort wavelengths exist { the adiabati in-vauum ones. Inaddition, these initial onditions represent an attrator for amuh larger ompat open set of initial onditions having anon-zero measure in the spae of all initial onditions.Preditability, proof and/or falsi�ationGiven equations, this gives a possibility to alulate allsubsequent evolution of the Universe up to the present timeand even further to the future. Thus, any onrete inationarymodel an be proved or disproved by observational data.Naturalness of the hypothesisRemarkable qualitative similarity between primordial andpresent dark energy.



Present status of ination
From "proving" ination to using it as a toolPresent status of ination: transition from "proving" it ingeneral and testing some of its simplest models to applyingthe inationary paradigm to investigate partile physis atsuper-high energies and the atual history of the Universe inthe remote past using real observational data on ns(k)� 1 andr(k).



Evolution of generated metri perturbationsOne spatial Fourier mode / e ikr is onsidered.For sales of astronomial and osmologial interest, the e�etof reation of metri perturbations ours at the primordial deSitter (inationary) stage when k � a(t)H(t) where k � jkj(the �rst Hubble radius rossing).After that, for a very long period when k � aH until theseond Hubble radius rossing (whih ours rather reently atthe radiation or matter dominated stages), there exist onemode of salar (adiabati, density) perturbations and twomodes of tensor perturbations (primordial gravitational waves)for whih metri perturbations are onstant (in some gauge)and independent of (unknown) loal mirophysis due to theausality priniple.



Classial-to-quantum transition for the leadingmodes of perturbationsIn the superhorizon regime in the oordinate representation:ds2 = dt2 � a2(t)(Ælm + hlm)dx ldxm; l ;m = 1; 2; 3hlm = 2�(r)Ælm + 2Xa=1 g (a)(r) e(a)lme l(a)l = 0; g (a);l e l(a)m = 0; e(a)lm e lm(a) = 1� desribes primordial salar perturbations, g { primordialtensor perturbations (primordial gravitational waves (GW)).



Quantum-to-lassial transition: in fat, metri perturbationshlm are quantum (operators in the Heisenberg representation)and remain quantum up to the present time. But, afteromitting of a very small part, deaying with time, they beomeommuting and, thus, equivalent to lassial (-number)stohasti quantities with the Gaussian statistis (up to smallterms quadrati in �; g).Remaining quantum oherene: deterministi orrelationbetween k and �k modes - shows itself in the appearane ofaousti osillations (primordial osillations in ase of GW).



FLRW dynamis with a salar �eldIn the absene of spatial urvature and other matter:H2 = �23  _�22 + V (�)!_H = ��22 _�2��+ 3H _� + V 0(�) = 0where �2 = 8�G (~ =  = 1).



Inationary slow-roll dynamisSlow-roll ours if: j��j � Hj _�j; _�2 � V , and then j _Hj � H2.Neessary onditions: jV 0j � �V ; jV 00j � �2V . ThenH2 � �2V3 ; _� � � V 03H ; N � ln afa � �2 Z ��f VV 0 d�First obtained in A. A. Starobinsky, Sov. Astron. Lett. 4, 82(1978) in the V = m2�22 ase and for a bouning model.



Spetral preditions of the one-�eld inationarysenario in GRSalar (adiabati) perturbations:P�(k) = H4k4�2 _�2 = GH4k�j _Hjk = 128�G 3V 3k3V 02kwhere the index k means that the quantity is taken at themoment t = tk of the Hubble radius rossing during inationfor eah spatial Fourier mode k = a(tk)H(tk). Through thisrelation, the number of e-folds from the end of ination bakin time N(t) transforms to N(k) = ln kfk wherekf = a(tf )H(tf ), tf denotes the end of ination.The spetral slopens(k)� 1 � d lnP�(k)d ln k = 1�2  2 V 00kVk � 3�V 0kVk�2!jns(k)� 1j � 1



Generially ns 6= 1 { deviation from the Harrison-Zeldovihspetrum is expeted!The speial ase when ns � 1: V (�) / ��2 in the slow-rollapproximation.Omitting the slow-roll assumption:let x = p4�G�; y = Bp4�GH; v(x) = 32�2G 2B23 V (�).Then (A. A. Starobinsky, JETP Lett. 82, 169 (2005)):y = ex2=2�Z 1x e�~x2=2 d~x + C�v = y 2 � 13 �dydx�2



Translation "To dear Alexei AlexandrovihYou have stepped further already { and I am very happy withthis Yours sinerely Ya. Zeldovih"



Tensor perturbations (A. A. Starobinsky, JETP Lett. 50, 844(1979)):Pg (k) = 16GH2k� ; ng (k) � d lnPg (k)d ln k = � 1�2 �V 0kVk�2The onsisteny relation:r(k) � PgP� = 16j _Hk jH2k = 8jng(k)jTensor perturbations are always suppressed by at least thefator � 8=N(k) ompared to salar ones. For the presentHubble sale, N(kH) = (50� 60).



Two kinds of deviations
1. Smooth deviations.Small and slowly varying ns(k)� 1 and r(k).Expeted.2. Non-smooth deviations.Require temporal break of slow-roll onditions. This in turnrequires some new physis during ination.May be but need not be.



Outome of reent CMB observationsI. A year agoThe most important for the history of the early Universe are:1. The primordial spetrum of salar perturbations has beenmeasured and its deviation from the at spetrum ns = 1 inthe �rst order in jns � 1j � N�1 has been disovered (usingthe multipole range ` > 40):P�(k) = Z �2�(k)k dk; �2� = �2:20+0:05�0:06� 10�9� kk0�ns�1k0 = 0:05Mp�1; ns � 1 = �0:040� 0:007N.B.: The value is obtained under some natural assumptions,the most ritial of them is N� = 3, for N� = 4 many thingshave to be reonsidered and ns � 1 is not exluded.



2. Neither the B-mode of CMB polarization, nor primordialGW were disovered: r < 0:11 at the 95% CL.NB: The assumption: ns � 1 = � 2N � �0:04 for allN = 1� 60 implies a lower bound on r . In partiular, ifr � 8jns � 1j, thenV (�) = V0 (1� exp(����))with ���� 1 but � not very small, andr = 8�2N2





Combined results from Plank and otherexperimentsP. A. R. Ade et al., arXiv:1303.5082



II. Three months agoThe BISEP2 ollaboration announed the disovery of theB-mode in the multipole range 30 < ` < 150: P. A. R. Ade etal., arXiv:1403.3985 (for larger l it was disovered earlier thisyear with the amount in agreement from gravitational lensingof salar perturbations) withr = 0:20+0:07�0:05The unsubtrated result { ontains an unknown foregroundnon-thermal part.Consequene { assuming the Einstein gravity:pGHdS = 0:99� 10�5 � r0:0020:2 �1=2 50:96�ns
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Consequenes of the would be disovery ofprimordial GWIf on�rmed by an independent measurement:1. Disovery of a real singularity { a state of the Universe inthe past with a very high urvature (with H only 5 orders ofmagnitude less than the Plank mass).2. Disovery of a new lass of gravitational waves { primordialones.3. Deisive argument for the neessity of quantization ofgravitational waves.4. Deisive test of the inationary paradigm as a whole.5. Disovery of � 20% deviation of the power spetrum ofsalar perturbations from a sale-free one { new physis duringination!



Non-smooth feature in the power spetrumThe most intriguing disordane between WMAP and Plankresults from one side and the BISEP2 ones from the other:no sign of GW in the CMB temperature anisotropy spetrum.Instead of the 1 + 6:208 r � 1:1 inrease of the total anisotropypower spetrum over the multipole range 2� ` < 50, a� 10% depression is seen for 20 . ` . 40 (see e.g. Fig. 39 ofarXiv:1303.5076).The feature exists even if r � N�1 but the presene ofr � 0:1 makes it larger.



6:20 is the rounded value for259 �1 + 48�2385 �(A. A. Starobinsky, Sov. Astron. Lett. 11, 133 (1985)). Inthis expression, only the Sahs-Wolfe e�et is taken intoaount for salar perturbations. Adding the Doppler and Silke�ets leads to the derease of this number to � 5 for therange 20 . ` . 40.More detailed analysis in D. K. Hazra, A. Sha�eloo,G. F. Smoot and A. A. Starobinsky, arXiv:1403.7786 :the power-law form of P�(k) is exluded at more than 3� CL.



Broken sale models desribing bothWMAP-Plank and BISEP2 dataNext step: "whipped ination" D. K. Hazra, A. Sha�eloo,G. F. Smoot and A. A. Starobinsky, arXiv:1404.0360.The model ontains a new sale at whih the e�etive inatonpotential has a feature whih the inaton rosses about 50e-folds before the end of ination. The existene of suh afeature, in turn, requires some new physis (e.g. fast phasetransition in a seond �eld oupled to the inaton).V (�) = VS(�) + VR(�)VS(�) = �p; VR(�) = �(�� �0)q�(�� �0)Best results for (p; q) = (2; 3).



Wiggles in the power spetrumThe e�et of the same order: an upward wiggle at ` � 40 anda downward one at ` � 22.Lesson: irrespetive of a future analysis of foregroundontamination in the BISEP2 result, features in the anisotropyspetrum for 20 . ` . 40 on�rmed by WMAP and Plankshould be taken into aount and studied seriously.A more elaborated lass of model suggested by previousstudies of sharp features in the inaton potential aused, e.g.by a fast phase transition ourred in another �eld oupled tothe inaton during ination:WWI (Wiggly Whipped ination)D. K. Hazra, A. Sha�eloo, G. F. Smoot and A. A. Starobinsky,arXiv:1405.2012



In partiular, the potential with a sudden hange of its �rstderivative: V (�) = �2 + ��p(�� �0) �(�� �0)whih generalizes the exatly soluble model onsidered inA. A. Starobinsky, JETP Lett. 55, 489 (1992) produes�2� lnL = �11:8 ompared to the best-�tted power lawsalar spetrum, partly due to the better desription of wigglesat both ` � 40 and ` � 22.A sharp feature in the potential leads to a rapid inrease of thee�etive inaton mass, m2 = V 00(�), in the viinity of � = �0.While m � 2� 1013 GeV for � < �0, it beomes of the orderof 1014 GeV and larger at earlier times when � � �0 (but stillmuh less than the energy density sale of the inatonpotential � 3� 1016 GeV).



ConlusionsI On one hand, the measured primordial salar (adiabati)power spetrum is not far from the Harrison-Zeldovihone: jns � 1j � 1. On the other hand, its smoothdeviation from the HZ spetrum is disovered de�nitely.I First, though inonlusive, evidene for primordial GWgenerated during ination. The BISEP2 result takenliterally is the on�rmation of the general predition(made in 1979) of the early Universe senario with the deSitter (inationary) stage preeding the radiationdominated stage (the hot Big Bang).I The derivation of this predition is based on gravity(spae-time metri) quantization and requires very largespae-time urvature in the past of our Universe with aharateristi length only �ve orders of magnitude largerthan the Plank one.



I However, would the BISEP2 result be on�rmed, inationis not so simple: the salar primordial power spetrumdeviates from a sale-free one that implies the existeneof some sale (i.e. new physis) during ination.I Though the Einstein gravity plus a minimally oupledinaton remains suÆient for desription of ination withexisting observational data, modi�ed (in partiular,salar-tensor or f (R)) gravity an do it as well.I The oneptual hange in utilizing CMB and otherobservational data from "proving ination" to using themto determine the spetrum of partile masses in theenergy range (1013 � 1014) GeV by making a"tomographi" study of ination.I Ya. B. Zeldovih was a great man, made muh and wasat the right trak in this area of osmology, but we haveto go further!
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